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Communications from the

National Gallery of Art Research Project

Mellon Institute

ON THE SUBJECT OF ILLUMINATION; ULTRA VIOLET FILTERS,
AND EFFECTS OF LIGHT AS RELATED TO THE CONSERVATION
ON MUSEUM OBJECTS
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The National Gallery of Art has maintained a research laboratory
at Mellon Institute, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, since 1950. The primary
objective has been to conduct long-range investigations on fundamental
problems relating to the permanence of artists' materials and. the materials
used in the conservation of objects of art. The first major project consisted
of a study of solvent-type varnishes. New findings concerning the formulation,
analysis, classification, removal and aging of these materials were summarized
in a number of publications, including a book, On Picture Varnishes and
Their Solvents, published by the Intermuseum Conservation Association;
Oberlin, Ohio, 1959. Although work on varnishes has not been fully terminated, the study of the effect of light on protective coatings led naturally and
gradually to the investigation of a wider range of materials. The subject
was first considered to be a separate and major research project in 1957 •
.The work on damage by light has grown until it now occupies the major
portion of the laboratory time •
. One of the reasons for locating the research laboratory at Mellon
. Institute is that its unique facilities. provide opportunity for consultation
with experts in many specialized fields: analytical chemistry, paper, ceramics,
plastics, etc. In addition to the .experts within the Institute, however, we
have had the kind cooperation and advice in this latest work from such.
speeialists as Mr. Ralph Stair of the National Bureau of Standards, Mr. T.
H. MacDonald of the Office of Meteorological Research, U. S. Weather
Bureau, Dr. Paul Davidson, Strathmore Paper Company, Mr. R. Schwenker
of the Textile Research Institute; Mr. M. Saltzman, National Aniline Division
Allied Chemical Corporation, Mr. S. P. Burck, Eastern Regional Engineer,
Sylvania Lighting Company, and Miss Ruth M. Johnston, color expert at the
Research and Development Center, Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, as well
as colleagues in the International Institute fo"r the Conservation of Historic
and Artistic Works.
-

The results of the research at Mellon Institute are shared as widely
as possible through the participation in various professional organizations
and through formal presentation in meetings, seminars and publications. The.re
have been eight major technical publications thus far, including the book on
picture varnishes. Numerous communications have been of a somewhat less
formal nature. This folder brings together the communications since 1957
which the National Gallery of Art Research Project has prepared on the
subject of illumination, ultraviolet filters, and the effects of light .
.·~

Robert L. Feller
Fellow, Mellon Institute
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
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FROM THE ANNUAL REPORT OF ME:LLON INSTITUTE FOR 1956-1957
Annual Report Series No. 44 p. 44

. INSURING THE PROTECTION OF PAINTINGS
AGAINST DEGRADATION BY LIGHT

The protective qualities of picture varnishes are
being considered by the Fellowship on Artists' Materials, sustained by the National. Gallery of Art,
Washington, D. C. The action of light in causing
pigments to fade and polymers to crosslink received
particular attentio.n during the past year.
As a general rule the shorter wave lengths of racliation give rise to the greatest photochemical 2.ction.
Act:ivity is not confined entirely to the ultraviolet
region of the spectrum, however. Photochemical
action upon textiles and paper has been observed
with the short w~ve lengths of the visible spectrum~
· violet, and biue light. Moreover in the fading of colors
the absorbed wave lengths of visible light may contribute t.o degradation in a major manner. With this
thought in mind the Fellowship measured the fading
of the fugitive artists' colors, alizarin, magenta,
carmine, and indigo. The investigation demonstrated
that filters which remove only ultra-violet radiation
do provide slight protection to these pigments.
If a picture varnish should lose its solubility upon
aging, its removal from a painting would present
serious difficulties. The Fellowship found that certain
meth~crylate thermoplastics tend to crosslink and
lose their solubility more readily than others. The
speed at which this reaction occurs is affected primarily by the short wave lengths of ultraviolet radia-

,,

tion. For example window glas~ eliminates radiation
only below about 320 mµ. Nevertheless filter of
window glass, eliminating only a portion of-ultraviolet racliation, is capable of reducing by one-half
the speed of crosslinking observed with unprotected
polymethacrylates. Several compounds which absorb
wave lengths below 350 mµ have been· found to inhibit crosslinking at concentrations of 0.5 to 1.0% of
the 'weight of methacrylate polymer. These compounds may provide protection to pigments and
vehicles, in addition to their effectiveness in reducing
the tendency of the film of varnish to lose its solubility
because of the action of light. A solution containing
such an inhibitor will furnish protection, even when
sprayed on a varnish already applied to the picture.
In ~onjunction with -this problem the Fellowship
developed a paper-chromatography method to measure the degree of degradation of polymers. In this
manner samples of varnish can be taken from pictures periodically and tested for signs of crosslinking
before the resistance to solvents becomes serious.
l!J.traviolet filters provide partial protection to
several fugitive pigments and retard the loss of solubility ofcertain thermoplastic polymers of the methacrylate type. These recent developments are being
applied in the search for riew and improved techniques in the care of museum objects.
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Paper Presented rn 1957
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. Report ·on Crosslinking of Methacrylates, Circulated
to Interested Parties
.

,·

MELLON INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL RESBAROH
UNXVERBXTY OF PITTSBURGH

PxTrsBURGB 13. PA.

April lO, 1958
CROSS-LINKING OF METRACRYLATE POLYMERS

This report has been prepared in order to explain more fully
__ certain problems related to the cross-linking· of polymers and to ·ini'orm
authorities concerned with the use of methacrylate polymers in conservation regarding the latest information available.

ot the problem continues.

Research on all phases

(See G. Thoms~n, Studies in Conservation,

ii

64 (1958).

Prediction of the Durability of 27H Varnish.
The ac·companying figure explains how the Fellowship has
attempted

~o

estimate the durability of 27H Varnish under gallery

conditions.
There are many difficulties involved in predicting durability
on the basis of so~called "accelerated ageing" tests.

...

The Fellowship

has developed a chromatographic test which is useful in following the
course of cross-linking during the first 70 hours in the fadeometer,
and it also has developed a time-of-remov,@-1 test with various solvents
on a cotton_ swab,

~seful

over a long

~eriod

of time.

Extensive

inv~sti-

4.

2.
gations permitted

t~e-

:FeJ.::I.ows)J.ip to relate these measurements reasonably

weli to the time of exposure (i) :f.p the

f~.Q,eometer and

(2) on the roof

of MelJ.QIJ.. ~~rt;;i tY,te:. - The data were e.avisioned as a graph, Figure 1
accomJ;>anyin~ th_is dj.,scy,s,sion.

('!'he slope of the clirVe for removal in

toluece is now better expressed in Figu.re

3).

Estimates c! dlirabiiity are usually made i.IJ. a~ ~ ~Y3 @.S
possible.

x

factor

~e n.;rst method was

of

that· the conditto:g of

after 7 Ill.Ql'.l,t}'J.13 ~:ll.'posure on the

i8

the index of exposure ( intens:f. tr

damage -per foot candle) c;mtd09rs vs. th~t in®ors.

resultailt estimation is:

in

based. oii

27H Varnish attained

roof of Meiion Institute would be

years indoor13 at a,g. ~veri;Lge

daylight illumination.

The

annual

level

of 174

atta:t.Il.~d.

f'oot candles of

The condit1,op atta1,l;_l~d after ll-14 mciltlis outdoors

would be attained :t_Il. 28.6 - )6.4 years tihder the described conditions
1.nd.Oors.
ft~ort

The exposure indices w~re tajt~:p. froI!l T~ble VI of the Hatil.son

of tl:te Metropolitan Museum cf' A.r..-t. A secoI).d

est:tmat~

was

b~seQ.

on the clirOma.tographic values of

samples o·r va:tious methe.crylate polymers found at t:Q,f!

Fe~

Musewn of

Art (repo~ ree;a:rdi:zig tests upon aged samples of methacrylate polymers,
dated March 20 I 1958) • .Af'ter 10 yes;ps I t~~l;I~ ~~pj_;i;ec}.
of about 0.80.

it is then estimated,

@.

relative ~

i f t~~y were to continue to

at the same f'lite, that they would reach the- stage

eq~vale~t

to 7

Change _
i:i:i._on~s

on the roof of MeJJ.011 rnsti tut~ ( re:sist;ant to removal in cyclohexaneY
in 27 years.
51

years.

Th~

u-i4 month

st~te

vould, accordingly, require about

... --.

·-

t

......__.

5.

A fourth method of estimation uas made on the basis of

..

experiments where the varnish had been heated in an oven at 160 to 200°C •
and upon the

rule~of-thumb

that the reaction rate usually d?ubles with a

rise of 10°C. in temperature.

On this basis, the 11-14 month state

should be arrived at in 28-56 years.
The third method of estimation_ was based on exposures tests

in the :fadeometer vs. the years of exposure of a Class V dye indoors
(see R. Feller, Paper
Ink Chemistry,

73, Division of-Paint, Plastics, and Printing

A.c.s. Meeting, N. Y. c., September, 1957). This estimate

we now consider is probably low, owing to an increased rate of crosslinking at the high temperature of the fadeometer.

The durability

underglass on the roof, ve nov realize, is also effected by the high
temperature in summer;
It may also be pointed out that (1) alizarin, a pigment found
in many paintings, fades noticeably in the times indicated by bars in
the figure, (2) d.ammar and Rembrandt varnishes crack vhen

e~osed·on

'

the roof at the points so indicated, and (3) the Fellowship has never
found, under gallery conditions, 27H Varnish or a relative methacrylate
coating in a condition any worse than that represented by the arrov
labeled "Fogg Museum Samples,

~"~

It is customary to take the lowest estimate when one wishes
to be safe.

From these considerations came our figures of 10-15 years

- as the minimum time }:>efore 27H Varnish would arrive at the first state,·..
20-25 years at the second state of resistance to solution. _ The Fellowship has demonstrated (1) that the "accelerated" tests are severe, (2)

--

6.

4.
that estimates represent the minimum expected durability,; (3) that we
definitely have tests which can detect early stages of cross_-11nk1ng.

Cross-Linking of 27H Varnish in Fadeometer
The rate of formation of insoluble (cross-linked) matter in

27H ·Varnish is ahown graphically in the accompanying Figure 2.

The

resuits of an extensive investigation show that following an iilhibition
period of about 25 hours, the coating rapidly attains a state of being
at least. 9Cif, insoluble upon extraction with toluene at room temperatureo
Tests of solubility made with cyclohexane between 20 and 35 hours
ind.:1.cated
that there was no marked ·.difference ' in the occurrence of
.
insolubility either in toluene or the "milder" solvent.

The data refer

to samples on aluminum·foil in the ordinary fadeometer, which attain a
. temperature of about 60 °C.
Figure ; compares the formation of insoluble matter in 27H
Varnish (the data of Figure 2) with several other measurements.

Note

'·

·that the time required to remove 27H Varnish with a cotton swab dipped
in cyclohexane follows closely the rise in insoluble matter.

We have

previously stated that it is the degree of cross-linking (hence, the
degree of swelling) which influences the ease of removal in toluene and
acetone,

~

the per cent insoluble matter.

This is born out

by

the

~ta

shown for the time of removal with swabs dipped in toluene.
This is an important point to realize; that, e~en when the
...
polymer has become 9<1'to or more insoluble....> it still may be removed as a
swollen gel for a longer period of exposure.
- "removability" are not the same matter.

"Insolubility" and

7.

5.
The data in Figure 3 also tell much about the chromatographic
metb.od that the Fellowship deveioped for detecting the incidence of
cross-linking.

It has been observed that the relative

less than l.O about 20 hours.

It is knovn that the

only

b~came

This apparently was not due to insensiti-

vity of.the method but, instead, coincides
of insoluble material.

~

w~ll

with the first appearance

The method becomes unreliable after 40 hours.

relative~

is influenced by the size of the sample.

We see in Figure ; that when the per cent insoluble resin rises sharply,
the amount of soluble material placed upon the chromatographic strip
~ould

become more difficult to control; consequently, the chromatographic

method would be expected to give erratic results.

A relative

!).

of zero

occurred vhen the insoluble matter a.I!l.ounted to at least 9C1fo of the varnish.
Method:

The method of extraction in 120-mesh stainless-steel

cages is similar to the determination of gel-content described by Shultz
and Bovey (A. R. Shultz and F. A. Bovey, .J. Polymer Sci. ,
Samples were shaken for 48 hours.
__ .this period.

485 ( 1956) ) •

The toluene was replaced once during

Drying was done in an ordinary oven, heating the samples

at 70°c. for 24 hours.

;o

gg_,

The initial weight of resin was between 50 and

mg.

Effect of Temperature on Cross-Linking of 27H Varnish
The accompanying Figure 4 shows that at 16°C. the formation;
of insoluble matter-in 27H Varnish proceeds
at . a rate 31 times slower
'1

.

than at the normal temperature in the fadeometer.

If the normal

temperature were 66°c., the reaction may be calculated to proceed at a

8.

6.
· rate 3g t::l,mes slower at 16\)c •. , using the l"\JJ.e-of-tAl,lillb that the reaction

.,.

rate doubles in a rise of l.0°C.

This analysis of the data stroDgly

s~~sts (1) that the change in ~te 1s ve~ ru.ucl:~ as should be expected

f:rom the difference in

tempera_t~~,

and

(~)

that since the relation$hip

18 pta:cti~§;JJ.y :l,i,11ea~ between 50 and 84~ ilisoiubles, essE?nt1aJ.J.y the same
process

1~ go1~~

.011 at the two telliperatu.res.

The profc:m:g.d effect of

tell).perature has been con:r::trm.eQ. recent].y w1.th, several other methacfyi.ate
polY1llers.
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Critical Review of Balder's Booklet, from
Studies in Conservation, 4, 155 (1959)

BOOK REVIEWS

·-

J. J. BALDER, Tlie Discoloration· .if C1foureJ Objects under

The order, bur not the ratio, is as expected from consideration of the factors of damage per foot candle
(D/fc) discussed in the report by L. S. Harrison to the
Metropolitan Museum of Art. The respective value<; of
D/fc are 0·7 : 0·250 : o·n8 : 0·096:
The description of the Philips lamp. 'TL' color numbc-r 32, and the new lamp 34, is most interesting. A
report of the development and the color-rendering
qualities of lamp 32 may be found in a reference ciced.1
This I.imp is described as having an extra layer of
fluorescent powder chat reduces the factor of D;'fc
sutficimdy that practically colorless ultra-violet-absorbing filcers, such .1s dc:scribed by Harrison, are of little
consequence, incap.iblf of suppressing the minimal
amount of 3500-4000 A ultraviolet prl-sl·nc in the: lamp's
radiation.
·
One should identify as completely as possible the
constitution of materiJ.ls used in an investigation. This
report could be much improved in this rl'Srcct. For the:
purpose- of dett:rmin.ing the rd.itive discoloration cal.ISCd
by the four sources of illumination, the composition of
the objects mJy not seem co be especially signiticanr.
Y ct, in one pa!ticubr aspect it is of greatest importl!lce:
the age of the v;im.ishcs and oil paints wa5 not given.
Changes thJt take place in fresh coatings are likely co
occur more rJpidly than those: of more advanced age
and may also differ significantly in their nature.
Balder does not distinguish, as is suggested in British
SrancLud 1oo6 : 195), berwecn changes chat are noticeable aftc-r a short exposure, but which show no further
change when the exposure is prolonged, and those
which continue throughout prolonged exposure. One
may consider at lease four types of discolorJtion of
paints: chose owing to changes in (a) hue of vehicle,
(b) refractive index of vehicle, (c) hue of pigment, and
(J) value and chroma (fading, shall we say) of pigment.
le seems rather certain char discoloration reported for
many of the oil plints must have been due co ch,anges
in the vehicle. Many in experimental group a3 darkened,
for example. Such a change may be- more immediate in
its effect on color than continuous with increased exposure-.
One must not assume chat the discolorations reported
would continue at the same rate (about 1°65 units per
8 Mlxh). The exposure: of 8 Mlxh is rachc-r modest,
equivalent to chat which is incurred in about three
years on the walls of a gallery 'with sun louvers properly
operated' (Harrison's example). It. is also approximately
equivalent to the exposure in a fadeomerer necessary to
cause noticeable fading in a Class V dye: twenty hours.
Mose of the varnishes and oil paints selected by Balder_ .

· the Influence of Dayl(~ht, I11cawksant Lampliglit and
Fluorescent Lamplight. De MJseumdag, The Netherlands Museums Association, Leiden, 1956. In
English. Pp. 42 + 5 diagrams + I color+ 1 black

and white pl.ices.

This booklet is a report of an investigation by Ir. J. J.
Balder of the Lichttechnisch Labomorium at the
Philips . factories, Eindhoven, regarding the relative
tendc:ncies of four sources oflight to discolor paints and
colored textiles. The investigation was undertaken at
the suggestion of the board of the association, De:
Museumdag, for the purpose of choosing berween daylight, incandescent lamps, and rwo fluorescent I.imps,
the type of illumination ch.it might give rise: co the le-a.st
discoloration. Ac the end of the r.:port, eight p:igl-s and
a[hocograph dl-scribe the illuminJ.tion of :in exhibition
o Rembrandt dr:i wmgs at ·the Boyrn.ms Museum,
Rotterdam, 1956. The: publication evidently did nor
first appear in English; the separate daces of publication
of the Durch and the Engli>h editions arc: not indicared,
however.1
A series of eighry colorl·d specimens were c-xposed co
daylight (design:ited as D), incandescent lamp~ (G), a
Philips warm-whiti.:-dc:-luxe fluorescent lamp (32) and
a Philips white-de-luxe fluorescent lamp (H) until the ·
specimens under each source received an equivalent
exposure of about 8 million lux hours (8 Mlxh). The
specimens consisted of thirty oil paints on canvas,
thirteen water paints on drawing paper, twenty pieces
of Gobdin restoration yams, nvelve pieces of cloth, and
five water colors. The discolorations we-re rated visually
with values o to s by ·thrc-e observers. Part of the raring
scale is as follows: o, no discoloration; I, only sligh!
discoloration-hardly perceptible; 2, distinctly noticeable discoloration. The average change of the samples
after exposure was numerically 1°65, that is co say, between the ratings of hardly perceptible and distinctly
noticeable. A comparison between the ratings made
visually and measurements made with a Donaldson
colorimeter demonstrated chat· the use of subjective
ratings was justified.
The conclusion of this in vc:stigation is that, after 8

Mlxh, on the average the discoloration of the objeccs is

..

greatest under daylight, in the order D, 34. G, 32 and in
the experimcntally-det=inc-d ratio 237: ISI :127:100.
The ratio was determined on the basis of the change
expressed in nwnber of
of minimwn perceptible
difference, the least change being arbirrarily set at 100•

unia

1 A report by BALDEll, in German., of the essential
data occurs in LUhttuhnik, 8, No. 2 (1956), pp. 57-61;
LLC. Abstract Vol. I, abstract No. 655 . ..

1 A.,
~~

ISS

A.

KltuITHOF, Philips Techii. Re11ie111, 6 (1941),
.
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were . among tho:;e knov.n to be sensitive to light.
Those in the rests rhat do not particularly have such a
reputaiion may have undergone change of an immediate
rather than progressive type. The oil paints discolored
on the a\·er.i.ge 1 ·93
o· 1.? units, about as much as che
0·17 units. The water colors discolored
textiles 1°84
least of all, 1·44 unirs ! Thc:se considerations are cited to
caution one in attempting to make additional interpretations or to draw iurcher conclusions from these
·
data.
The most sc:rious experimental problem and possible
source ~f error in this invcsrigation is the mamr of the
temperature of the S.1mplcs. The technical literature
:abounds with studies of accelerated deterioration, which,
bec:iuse the temper:iture is either elevated or insufficiently
specified, make it practically worthless co am:mpt to
:apply the data co the problems of preservation at room
temperature. The control of tht· ternper:itun: of samplc:s
exposed to high levds of illumination presents certain
problems lo the experimenter, but the time has arrived
when the effect of tt·mpcrature and rdative humidity
can no longer be neglected in investigations of che
deterioration of mll!>eum objects under accelerated conditions. In this particular investigation, the exposure
under window glass co daylight was done at approximately room tcmper:iture. The S.1mpb under inc:indescent lan:ip~ were, on the ocher h:ind, I .?c. to 19°C.
(1s·s 0 ± 3·5°, shall we say) above room tcmperacun:;
those under tluorcsn·m lamps, 12cC. above room rem- ·
pc:rarure. Data on fourteen oil paints that se1:med ddinitely to be affc:ci:ed by temperature wc.-rc lefc out in· che
determin:icion of the fin:il results. Having dropped these
data from consideration, Balder concludes (a) that resulrs
in his table VIII give a picture in which the tempcratun·
eJfecr is no longer present to any appreciable cxtmc,
(b) chat the temperature effi:cr, if present, would 011 ly mean
.that the discolorations under daylight would be greJter
than the figures indicare (more in line, incidentally;
wirh thatestinured on rhe basis ofD/fc), and (r) chat the
discolorJtions under incandl-sccnc lamps would be somewhat sm:iller, bur would nor upset the conclusion of the:
test. Tht'Se three conclusions do nor seem completely
jusrified. The last point, (c), whether G gives 1·19 ::- o·o6
times more discoJorlciOn than Ump 32, is a Critical <>ne
in which temperature may be a deciding factor. \Vhilc
it is true: that many simple photochemical reactions· lre
little in.Ruenced by temperature, there is considerable
evidence that the complex events that occur in the
deterioration of paints, paper and textiles are significantly inlluenced by temperature. A rise of 12.°C. above

±

+

room temperlture will increase the rate of reaction of
processes with activation energies 3 of 14 and
kal,
about 2·54 and 1·39 rimes respectively. The slight variation in the temperature of samples under incandescent
lamps would increase reactions having these two activation energies by factors of 1.32 and 1·10, respectively,
for :i rise of 3·5°C. These estimates of the possible influmce of rc:mperaturc emphasize the lrtenrion chat
muse be given to· this factor. A temperature effect
appears evident in Balder's table Va, in the behavior of
wool y:im as opposed co silk. The temperature of the
sample, of course, also controls· the relative humid.iry of
the immediate environment of the sample, further influencing rhc process of deterioration.
Progr~ in science requires that a problem be inVl-Stigated from many points of view. The sponsors are
to be commended oo,. the publication of this ·formal
report, prepared in sufficient detlil thlt various aspccrs
m.1.y be an:ilysed, thoroughness evaluated and sources
of possible error judged. Only with adequ.lte reporting
of research will foundations be cscablished upon which
the field m:iy base further inquiry and eventually build
a sound body of special knowledge. There are rnmy
excdlcnc concriburions in chis report: che description of
the solution to·thc: problem of illumiruring an exhibition of drawin~s. the lpplication of statistical an~ysis
to observJtions of discoloration in a s:imple of cons1derJ blc size, _the: experimental verification of che order of
discoloration caused bv four sources of illumination,
the dt"monscrarion of che v~Ldiry of subjective ratings
of discoloration, and the dcscripnon of Philips fluorescent lamps 'TL' 34 (newest type) :ind 3z, the btter a
warm-white-deluxe lamp, st:iced to possess a low factor
of D,'fc and very good color-rendering qualities. Future
investigations will no doubt wish to consider further
the q~liti<-s of th<"SC lamps, the claim thlt colorless
ultraviolet-absorbing filters improve lictle the D/fc
factor of lamp 32, and the particular influence of
humidity and temperature upon the general problem of .
deterioration.

s

ROBERT

L.

FELLER

No pigment changes by itself: it must b~ supp!ied
with em:r~y in some form, usuilly heat or lighc. The
acti1,,11i,•11 e11agy of a chemical change is a measure of the
energy that must be supplied bdore that change can
cake place. Since hc:at is a form of energy, all chemical
changes occur more readily at higher temperatures
unless there is some other overruling faccor.-E.d.
3
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Letter on Subject of Photochemically-Active Titanium White,
Circulated to Interested Parties, Including Manufacturers
(see first paragraph)

.
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MELLON INSTITlJTE
4·1-00

FIFTH

AVENUE

PITTSBURGH 13, PA.

January 14, 1960

/

Mr. Richard D. Buck
President, !IC-American Group
Director, Intermuseum Laboratory
Allen Art Building
·Oberlin College
Oberlin., Ohio
Dear Dick:
Some time ago, we discussed the possible effect of white pigments upon the durability of retouches. While we are a long way from
understanding many aspects of the problem, we h~ve uncovered something
which may have considerable interest. I am taking the liberty of dupHcating this letter and sending it to a number of conservators and manufacturers.
~n the course of examining white pigments to see if we could
trace our difficulties to one particular pigment, we ran across four
cases of the use of anatase titanium white, out of a half a dozen samples
examined. This struck me as rather curious. The anatase variety of
titanium white was the first sold commercially, I believe. It was soon
found that this pigment had the property of causing paint to deteriorate
rapidly and to "chalk". This property is used to great advantage in the
modern paint industry, by so arranging that white paints used out of doors
will "chalk" and be washed away by the rain. In this way, the white appearance is kept fresh. However,·in certain applications, the paint industry
wished to have pigments that were not as photochemically active as anatase .
.The literature from the Titanium Pigment Corporation says that in 1941
. rutile titanium dioxide was offered on the market and in 1948 a special
"non-chalking" variety of rutile was put into production. Explanations of
the photochemical reactions of these pigments were published in the years
shortly thereafter: Jacobsen, A. E., Industrial and Engineering Chemistrr,
14, 523 (1949); Weyl, W. A., and Farland, T., Industrial and Engineering
Chemistry, 42, 257 (1950). In a letter to Mrs. Keck of some years back,
Norman Bromm_elle said that the National Gallery, London, switched to the.
use of rutile titanium white for retouching in 1950.
I
I

•
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Mr. Richard D. Buck

January 14, 1960
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Recently, A. D. Hibberd (Paint Technology, 23 (1959), p. 45)·
reported some interesting results of an investigation into the nature
of chalking. He showed that phthalocyanine blue and green, madder maroon,
and even carbon black were able to be oxidized and bleached by the action
of light in the presence of titanium white. This result dramatizes the
profound photochemical effects that can take place in the presence of
certain white pigments.
·I believe that it would be good practice, if titanium white is
to be used, that the special non-chalking varieties be employed. The
Titanium Pigment Corporation, 111 Broadway, ~ew York 6, New York, markets
a variety known as "Titanox" - RA-NC and the pigments department of E. I.
duPont de Nemours and Company Inc., 1007 Market Street, Wilmington 98,
Delaware, markets a variety known as "Ti-Pure" R-610. Some manufacturers
of artist's materials in this country are already using pigments of this
-type. According to the data of Hibberd and the data of the Titanium Pigments Corporation, anatase that has been treated to reduce its tendency
to chalk, and the unmodified rutile, is not as r~sistant to chalking as
is the especially-treated rutile. Therefore, the simple switch to a rutile
type is perhaps not enough, but one should employ the special non-chalking
varieties in order to obtain the very lowest photochemical activity.
I cannot say no~ whether any of our difficulties with retouching
has been due to photochemical interaction with the white pigment or whether
the conservator would run into difficulty if he does not use the non-chalking
variety. However, the photochemical activity of anatase titanium white is
well known, and modern museums are frequently well lighted. The use of
varieties of rutile that.are known to exhibit a very low tendency for photochemical activity might profitably be considered. A review of the photochemistry of zinc and titanium white appears in the J. Oil & Colour Chemists'
Assoc., 40, 935 (1957), H. F. Clay.
Our research is still in progress on this subject. I do not wish
at this time to make a specific reconnnendation to anyone regarding the methods
and materials that may employ in their particular problem. However, I am not
sure that many colleagues are aware of this story of the titanium dioxide pigments. I have taken this opportunity to bring these details of the chemistry
of titanium dioxide to your attention.
·
With very. best regards.
/

r

yours,

•
R.
Fellow
RLF:rab

. From "Recent Advances in Conservation", Rome Conference
IIC, 1960; to be published by Butterworths in 1963, p. 171
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· Problems in the Removal of Coatings
There are fundamental problems associated with spirit varnishes
which involve their ease of removal. The use of polymers in the range
of viscosity grade of 9 to 80 centipoises has raised a problem of fundamental int.erest to the field of conservatioL1: among the ways that a
polymeric substance may become altered in time, one. manner is through the
formation of crosslinks. As has been pointed out, it does not take very
many chemical crosslinks to cause a thermoplas·tic polymer to become insoluble (FSJ; p. 203). Although this phenomenon is not one which is of
major importance with polymeric materials of the average molecular weight
of damffiar, mastic and AW-2 resins, it is one that must be faced by the
chemist if we wish ·to use polymers of much h"igher molecular weight.
The tendency for thermoplastic polymers to crosslink upon aging
has been found to be more the general rule, and the lack of this tendency,
.the exception, than one might at first expect. The activation of certain
chemical bonds in polymers by light and heat imparts to them the tendency
to form new chemical bonds. Bond formation, of course, may take place with
neighboring chains, linking them together until eventually they fail to
be dispersed in solvents. Thus, our investigation of polymers of the
higher alkylmethacrylate esters traced the tendency to crosslink particularly to the presence of "tertiary hydrogens" in the side-chain (FSJ,
p. 152). The tendency to· crosslink has also been observed in poly(vinylsteai;ate-acetate) copolymer:s, poly(vinylbutyral), and cellulose
acetate-bNtyrate.
The first phase of an extensive investigation of crosslinking
was to determine the structures in the methacrylate side-chain that possessed
the greatest tendency tobecome insoluble. This led to the conclusions
just stated and to the selection of materials with a reduced tendency.
The second phase was to determine the nature of the radiation that caused
crosslinking. The data in Table III demonstrate that ultraviolet radiation
is primarily responsible for crosslinking and that the influence of wave
length upon the rate is almost precisely that predicted by the probable
damage factor (D}.) for a given wave length, described in the Harrison report of the Metropolitan Museum of Art. The relative rate at which the
films to reach 50% insolubility follows equation A.
(A)

=

0.16 Dr,-0. 05

where T305 is the time to reach 50% insolubility under the 305A filter,
Tr, is the time under other filters. Investigation also showed that increasing the temperature of the samples increased the rate of crosslinking .

.
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Table III
Average Rate of Crosslinking of Poly(n-butylmethacrylate)
and Poly(isoamylmethacrylate) on Aluminum Foil,
Under Various Filters in the Fadeometer at 62°C.

Filter

Filter:
Wave Length at
50% Transmission

Relative Rate
For Films to
Reach 50%
In°solubility

Relative Rate
Calculated by
the Equation A

Corex D Glass

305

1.0

o. 97

·window Glass

330

0.44

0.49

Uv.inul M-40 Filter

359

0.19

0.21

Plexiglas II UF

396

0.05

o.os

The marked influence of heat and .ultraviolet radiation upon
crosslinking point up the difficulty in judging the importance of this
problem under museum conditions: most of the accelerated-aging tests
that were first used to detect and study the phenomenon involved both
elevated temperatures and ultraviolet radiation not normally encountered
under gallery conditions. To minimize the effect of temperature, a series
of tests were carried out under "daylight" fluorescent lamps in an air-conditioned room at 80°F. and 50% relative humidity. Under these conditions,
the butylmethacrylate polymers'from du Pont developed 50 to 80% insolubility in 8 to 10 million-footcandle-hours of exposure. (After this
exposure, the polymers could still be removed with ease with toluene.)
This degree of insolubility might be expected to develop in a matter of
50 .to 100 years if the objects were to be illuminated at a level of about
50 footcandles during the day. From this first estimate, we may conclude
that the phenomenon is not one to cause immediate alarm. Nevertheless~
crosslinking can take place on the walls of museums and the possibility
warrants particular attention wherever ordinary fluorescent lamps are to be
used without filters or where daylight enters through ordinary window glass.
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Various Technical N~tes Which Have Appeared in the
Bulletin of the American Group-IIC

Vol. 1. No. 1. November 1960

STANDARDS ON ARTISTS' OIL PAINTS

..

The standing committee on Commercial Standard CS98-42,
Artists 1 Oil Paints, met on March 8 of this year for the first time
in ten years. Mr. Ralph Mayer is the current chairman of the committee, made up of representatives of Grumbacher, Bocour, Permanent Pigments, and other interested parties. · R. J. Gettens was the
first chairman of the standing committee and is still a member. Togethe~ wfth F. W. Sterner, he was inst~umental in establishing the·
standard in the years between 1938 and 1942. R. L. Feller joined
the committee in 1950. Among ·other items 'of business that were
transacted at the latest meeting, it was agreed to prepare and is sue.
a revised version of the standard, since the current one is out of
print, and to meet again in two years. The text of the standard can be
'found in the appendix of "The Artists' Handbook" by Ralph Mayer.
At the meeting, it was agreed that the chemical name
"phthalocyanine" should be placed in parenthesis below any proprietary names that might be used,· such as Grumbacher' s "Thalo", to
indicate the true composition of the pigment.
By action of this meeting, Hansa Yellow.lOG, 5G, and G was
added to the list of pigments by Class I permanency, pigments that resist
fading at full strength in direct sunlight under glass for two months.
V. C. Vesce has recently reported that tints of Hans a Yellow lOG,
at concentrations of 5, 25, and 50%. in mixtures with titanium white,
changed only about 5 NBS units in color after nine months outdoor
exposure in Florida (Official Digest, 31, No. 419, Part 2, 1960).
In contrast, alizarin at a concentratio-;-of 25% in titanium white
changed 21 NBS units in only three months of exposure. Hansa Yellow
G, Colour Index No. 11680, has the following chemical structure; the
others are made with slight variations in the fundamental structure:

-·

·.
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HANSA YELLOW G

CH· .

. .•

OCl
,

Bin 100

.
An aspect of standard CS98-42 that may be of interest to
conservators is the fact that artists 1 oil paints may be labeled as
"titanium white" ii they contain as little as 30% titanium white, no
lead, and the balance made 'up of barium sulfate or zinc white. The
National Gallery of Art research project at Mellon Institute has found
a number of proprietary paints that are of this composition~ This
formulation provides certain desired qualities to oil paint. But, if
one wishes to use in research J.'.'Utile titanium dioxide of known composition, it is advisable to have the pigments analyzed, at least by
emission spectroscopy and x-ray diffraction, or to obtain the dry
pigment directly from the manufacturer. Non-chalking varieties of
rutile titanium white are "Titanox-RA-NC" from the Titanium Pigment
Corporation, 111 Broadway, New York 6, New York and "Ti-Pure R61011, from the Pigments Department, E. I. du Pont de Ne~ours and
Company, Inc., 1007 Market Street, Wilmington 98, Delaware .

... ...
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. Show Cases with Gray Glass

..

The Remington Rand Company supplies show cases fitted
with an optically-gray gfass that filters 42% of the visible light, and 31%
of the solar ultraviolet radiation. The color specifications of the
glass are: dominant wave length 480 millimicrons, exitation purity
2. 3%, trichromatic coefficients, X = • 305, Y = • 312, Z = • 383. The
glass transmits 5% at 350 millimicrons, whereas ordinary window
glass transmitts greater than 5% at wave lengths above 320 millimicrons.
Gray. glass is available from the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company,
(Solargray Plate Glass) and the American Window Glass Company
( Lustragray) in Pittsburgh.

·ibid., Vol. 2, No.

2~

April 1962

Ultraviolet-Absorbing Plexiglas
The Rohm and Haas Company is now offering sheets of
Plexiglas UF-3, an ultraviolet filter that removes more of the ultraviolet light than UF-2 and is just sllghtly yellow in color. Rough
calculations of the factors of damage per footcandle (D/fc) show that,
indoors under skylights, UF-2 will theoretically increase the lifetime
of objects about 2. 8 times; UF-3, 4. 9 times.· Under cool-white Deluxe
fluorescent lamps (4300°K), these factors would be 2. 0 and 3. 5 times
respectively (data for UF-2: Plexiglas LPC-518K, Harrison Report,
Table V, p. le).
Sheets of Plexiglas UF-.3 and tubes of ultraviolet-absorbing
Plexiglas, designed to _be slipped over 1-1/2 "-diameter fluorescent
lamps, are available in retail quantities from Glass Distributors, Iil.c.,
1741 Johnson Avenue, N. W., Washington D. C., telephone DE 2-9000.
The production of tubes of other diameters is contemplated for the
future. Inquiries should be to the attention of Mr. Buchard.

-.
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Tubes of Ultraviolet Absorbing-Plexiglas for Fluorescent Lamps
The National Gallery of Art research laboratory at Mellon
Institute is making a detailed study of ultraviolet-absorbing materials.
In a lette~ dated November 2, 1961, the Rohm and Haas Company kindly
informed the editor that the tubes distributed by Glass Distributers Inc.,
Washington, D. C. (see previous Bulletin, p. 10) are extruded by
_Westlake -Plastics, Lenni Mills, Pennsylvania, from Plexiglas V-100,
UVA-5 molding powder. This material closely resembles the durability
and filtering characteristics of the well-known Plexiglas II UF. The
plastic tubes are designed to be fitted over fluorescent lamps.
The Rohm and Haas_ Company also stated that Plexiglas II UF
has been re-named Plexiglas UF-1. They now market two ultravioletfiltering sheets: Plexiglas UF-1 (practically colorless) and UF-3
(slightly yellow) (see previous Bulletin, p. 10).

-.
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EFFECT OF EXTERIOR PAINT UPON TEMPERATURE DEVELOPED
WITHIN A CONTAINER DURING EXPOSURE TO SUNLIGHT.

In designing a closed van in which to transport paintings
overland1. consideration was given to the reflectivity of the exterior,
since the van would be exposed to sunlight during the trip. R. D. Buck
and R. L. Feller last year conducted a few experiments with cardboard boxes wrapped in aluminum foil, in which it was found that white
paint gave the greatest protection against a rise in temperature of the
air within the container. The results of several tests are reported
in Table I.

TABLE I
Temperatures Developed Inside Various
Containers Exposed to Direct Sunlight

· Exterior of Container

Temperature of Air in Container, °F
Out doors
Indoors in Window

White paint on Aluminum Foil

95

96

Unpainted Bright Aluminum Foil

95.6

97. 6

Aluminum Paint on Aluminum ·Foil

104

l02

Glossy Black Paint on Aluminum
Foil

117. 5

115

These results confirm those reported by D. G. Nicholson
(Paint, Oil & Chemical Review. 103, No. 21 (1941) p. 2 0) 1 in which the
temperature of test panels coated with black paint was found to be
12. 5°F higher in temperature than panels c~ated with white. The rise
in temperature followed closely the reflectance of the panels: a drop

- _..,_. __ :....

___ .

___
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of 50% in the reflectance of dark paints compared to white was responsible
for a.n increase of 9°F. in the temperature of the panels. An aluminum
paint, having 20% less reflectance than white, gave rise to an increase
of about 3. 8°F. Nicholson's data for paints based O!) mixtures of white
with red and yellow pigments and with aluminum powder are shown in
the accompanying figure.
The key to the temperature inside containers is the ratio of
absorption to emission of energy, which M. E. Sibert (Inorganic Surface
Coatings for Space Applications, Division of Organic:_ Coatings and Plastics
Chemistry, Am. Chemical.Soc., Papers Presented 2.t the Chicago Meeting,
September 1961, Vol. 21, No. 2. p. 350) reports as follows:

TABLE II
Ratio of Absorptivity to Emissivity
for Various Materials

Material

Absorptivity, CX'

..

oCJe

Aluminum 2024

o. 2 7

o. 02

13. 5

Aluminum 6061

o. 41

0.04

10. 3

Aluminum gray anodized

0.53

0.50

o. 76

Titanium white paint

0.15

0.90

0.167

I

·.

E.E::issivity, G

Bobalek and von Fisher (Organic Protectjve Coatings, Reinhold
Publishing Corp., New York, 1953, p. 97) report thal Dr. Pfund of the
Departrrent of Physics, Johns Hopkins University, developed a paint
during World War II that reflected greater than 95% of the total sun energy..
This was based on basic carbonate of white lead in a minimum amount of
a water-white vehicle •. Recent reviews of the reflectivity problem may be
found in First Symposium, Surface Effects on Spacec;-aft Materials,
J. Wiley & Sons, New York, 1960, and in Evah::.ation of the Mechanisms
Which Effect the Performance of Thermal Radiati~i).csistant Coatings,
WADC., TR 57-334, April 1958,
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RELATION OF REFLECTANCE OF PAINTED PANEL AND ITS
TEMPERATURE WHEN EXPOSED. TO SUNLIGHT.
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{D. G. NICHOLSON)
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EFFECT OF EX·~· . ·:-~IOR PAINT UPON TEMPERATURE DEVELOPED
WITHIN A en TAINER DURING EXPOSURE TO SUNLIGHT

..

Consic: _, · :c.ble interest has always been shown in the rise in
t'emperature tha~ · . .seum objects may experience when exposed to spotlights, floodla!Y'.>
.nd direct sunlight. A sub-committee of the ICOM
Committee on I:k ..."'J.m Laboratories is currently studying the problem.
Recent investiga} · ·,;.; by a number of research laboratories, concerning
control of the tet. ;rature of space vehicles,. have resulted in seve·ral
new and thoroug~.- ·.-.views of the subject.
1

··--
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-
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-------rnth~ J.. ~t-issue-~fthe Bulletin, a few brief remarks were
!?=lade concernin.:.:; . :o relative ~rits of white and aluminum paints in

controlling the t:_,,
sunlight. Short;._)·
"Solar Reflectivi:
{Oct. 1961), pp . ._:
Paint Tec_hnoloz:' _.
of Coatings", OJ,
th at reviewedt·; ~
seems profitabl.:.,
to reaffirm the c.
paint is one of th·
A

sirn~··

.emitted by a sm.c·..
black surface t l·
having high absc.
emissimeter is
much the same i~
described by G. '
Chemists 1 As so:..
liquids from stoc.
of the exterior v:
remarks are not
in Strain' s pubh:_.
by New, by D. G,
(1941) p •. 2 0) and ·
sorption of The r. ·

-·

-·

:erature inside a container that may''be :exposed to
.·.ereafter, there appeared in England (R. N. C. Strain,
A Paints," J. Oil & Colour Chemists' Assoc., 44
·· to 712) and in America {Los Angeles Society for
:;ubcommittee 17, "T~e Emissivity and Reflectivity
.:_~-1 Digest, ~(Feb. 1961), pp. 283-299). publications
technical aspects of the subject in some detail. It
>·erefore, to cite these important new references and
.lusions, previously sta.ted, specifically, that white
~st reflectors of solar radiation.
-,vay to determine the amount of radiant energy being
is to measure the rise in temperature of a dull
receives the emitted radiation, i.e. a surface
'on, low reflectivity. A description of such an
:.n in the Official Digest publication. Based on
_:iples, experiments in the period 1929 to 1933 are
New ("Radiation and Paint, " J. Oil & Colour
19, (1936) pp. 156-170) in which the evaporation of
:tanks was used to demonstrate the effectiveness
.:s in reducing the heat generated within. New' s
..::;d in the two most recent publications, but a table
:on reports_m:µch th~ same results as those given
:icholson (Paint,. Oil & Chemical Review 103, No. 21,
~I. Haldenwanger and S. Purucker-Neus (Energy Ao_,1astic Films, Kunstoffe, 46, (Sept. 1956) p. 407).
~-

.
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(from_ Cottony and Dill, But. St<l,.n,clarqs ~uilding
Materials and Structures Report No. 64, (1941.J~ p. 1)

Temperature

of

Panel

69
,A.luml.num paint

63

Can~ry

41

yellow paint

28

White paint

':I.'he publication by Strain is recbip..Jn~nd_ed to those who wish
to have a sound -iI1.troqgc:ti9n to the subject. In connection with the use
of infrared photography in the exC1.minC3.tion 9f paintings, Strain 1 s data
on the reflectivity of coatings of va. ty1t:lg t]iickn~s~ qver black and white
l!Il.d~r-paints are. particularly interesting.
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INTERMUSEUM CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION

Iptormation Bulletin #§.

July 1962

LEVELS OF ILLU].ilINATION AND ACTION OF LIGHT ON OIL PAINTINGS

...

_:·' Notes A reoent inquiry from a metrber of the Association regarding the ~azards

· of hi~h levels of illumination in museurra was passed on to Dr. Robert L.
Feller of' the Mellon Inst!:~ute for collmlent~ Dr. Feller is investigating
this problem currently because thP. quootion haa been raised in a_number of
museums here and abroad 0 The aro~itectural trend towards large glass walls
gives particular point to the problemo Dr. Feller's rr.amorandum to this
laboratory dated April 17, 1962, is a preliminary report, but it contains
·data that oan have immadiate arplication and may be of interest end use to
our member ll'lllseums, For t~is reason, the remainder or the Bulletin is
bitormation directly quoted from that memorandum as followss
"Recommended Levels of Illwnination:
_Various lighting groups have determined suitable levels or illumination tor
various "seeing tasks". There are levelo recommended for classrooms, libraries. public passago:Tays, and so forth. There have been little or no
standards reooii'lli'lended £or ll!UuouD78• other than 'the fow figures stated by
nmseum people theF~elves,
1'he valuas given in the Harrison report or the Metropolitan :Museum of Art
are pretty muoh the se.ma as the figures ·cited by other authorities, partio•
ularly the articles that have appeared in li\lseum and Museum News. A level

ot 12 to 15 i'ootoandles has been reoommendea and used to illuminate prints

and

drawings. This seems to bs about as low as one oan go conveniently, A
level of 20 to 25 tootoandles probably is more generally encountered. The
Harrison report suggests a level of 60 f ootoandles for emphasis lighting.

--

.

•.

---~

--

--- -----·-

These figures· are cited to show the range -which one should consider and
strive tor. Certainly, levels of over 150 footoandles are to be avoided
__in the exhibition of textiles• many paintings, and other susceptible
materials.
The amount of' light that is pleasing to the eye varies considerably with
the oiroumstences ot viewing and illumination 0 A level of 20 footcandles
oan be entirely satisfaotory under one situation and can be entirely inadequate in another. This is because the eye adapts itself to the general
conditions of view-lng, to the "surround". For this reason, the eye is no
judge as to the absolute level of illumination 0 · The level must always be
measured with a light meter, Gone~ally, t~ls is done by measuring the
ref'lectc.?:toe from a standard r.afJ ... ~ting sur.>.u.ce such as a photographer's
white o.::id gray refleotanco o&rd.
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Evidence of Fading in Oil Pain·tings

..

There is relatively little published and little factual material to offer
in evidenoe for the fading of colors in oil paintings. For this reason,
our· own laboratory is making au extensive study of the problem. If one. looks
into the literature, one can find references, here e.nd there, to certain
colors that have faded. If one begins to study paintings .that are removed
from the :frame, one can find svideuoe, from time to time, where the colors
.:that have been protected by the rabbet of the frama are brighter than the
colors .in exposed areas. It is my opinion that considerable color change
has ooc~rred in many paintings. It will be our business in the next few
years to gather as :rm.ich evidence ao we can to support this opinion•
The problem is oomplin.at.od by many f'aof;ora1 dot:srJ.cration is seldom apparoll"f;
if' the oolora are uF:ed at full strength. We are also seldom aware of fading

and cannot be positive about it unless one of the fugitive colors happens
to be on the edge of the pa:'i.nting and runs under the rabbf'?.to One can see,
therefore, it's only in a lim~.ted number of oolors, in a limited number ot
tints (as opposed to full strength), and in a limited area (next to the
rabbet) that we can hope to see signs 0£ f'ading. ·
Most of the colors in Commeroial Standard CS-98-42, the list of permanent
pigments for artists' oil paints 0 are quite dv.re.ble and will show little
change, U~ortunately, artists in history have not always employed the
most durable oolorse PigmaJits that we know were extensively employed and
which we know are able to fade are .indigo, oarmine, perhaps Prussian blue,
and all varieties of alizarin (madder). There are certainly others, such
as ge.mboge, which we believe ware used, but concerning which there might
be soma argumant as to the occurrence or frqusncy in which they may occur
in paintings.
'
It is the sensitivity ot tints ot alizarin that, in the opinion of rrry laboratory, make the concern for the illumination of paintings well worth
everyone's attentiono There oan be no doubt oonoerning the sensitivity of
this material to light _and the extent to which it has been used.
other Actions or Light
One must bear in mind that there are other actions of light besides fading
that need to be considered. Light can hasten the aginr or oil pa.int,
inoreasing its refractive index (leading to pentimenti • Light oan hasten
the deterioration of varnishes, ma.king them more difficult to remove, if
not leading to all sorts o~ cracking end embrittlemant.
Conclusions

'·

I think that the above paragraphs show that the concern for levels of illumination over 150 f'ootcanc1les is n<'t o~1y imrortant on a theoretioal basis,
b~.t evidence is also available to oonvinoe ourselves of it practioal
importance 9
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I.t h difficult. to arrive e.t a satiafa.ctQry solution to the illumination or
kinds• particul~ly once the building i~ builto We hopa 11
however 9 that architects. will be asked i;o consider these probl~ms in their
original designo . This is a, particularly difficult problem 0 but. one that
we are ou~re~tly ~nvest:lgating :l.n dete.il 0 n
·.
·
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From EPC Workbook. Brooklyn Museum, October 1962
CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING THE ILLUlvllNATION OF
MUSEUM OBJECTS

A.

QUALITY OF ILLUMINATION

The quality of illumination is a subjective matter. It is not possible
to state rigid rules for. what is satisfactory in any particular situation.
Some knowledge of the various technical aspects of light and color
is required, however, in order to control properly the various facto.rs
that influence ·ones subjective reaction. The quality of illumination may
be divided into at least th:i;ee aspects: distribution, color, and intensity.
1. 'Distribution: Is the illumination to be sharp or diffuse.? Flat
objects need only a single source of illumination, but objects in the
".....
round often require illumination from several sources and may benefit
from a mixture of sharp and diffuse illumination.
With overhead lighting, one must always guard against the frame of
a painting casting a shadow. Many authorities suggest the location of
a lamp at an angle of 60° above the horizontal from a point of illumination on the wall 5 1 6 11 from the floorl, 2. Distracting reflections need
always to be con side red •.
2. Color: To understand properly discussions of illumination by
colored lights, one must understand something of the concept of a
''black body radiator" and "color temperature". Nearly all discussions
of color are accompanied by a diagram similar to Figure 1. In a perfect
black body radiator, the distribution of the energy among the various
wavelengths from blue light (near 400 millimicrons) to red light (near
700) produces the family of curves shown in Figure 1. These are the
characteristics of the radiant energy that one would see if one "looked
through the window of a closed furnace as the temperature was gradually
rai~ed through dull red to brighter red, and finally, through yellow to a
pale, brilliant blue at the highest temperatures 11 3.
Incandescent lamp_s have distributions of energy similar to yellow
heat at 2400 to 3000°K (Kelvin temperature is the Centigrade temperature
plus 2 73° ). An overcast sky is said to have a color temperature of
between 5000 and 7000°K., ·North light, a color temperature in the
neighborhood of 6000°K; one may judge from Figure 1 that this would be
light that had nearly an equal amount of red and blue energy. Many
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authorities l:folieve .that museums must make an effective compromise
around 4500°1< 2. It has been found, too, that at levels below about 2 3
footcandles, yellowish illumination is preferred, color temperatures
immediately below 4000°K 4. A discussion of intensities and color
temperatures used in the number of museums has been presented by
Kalff s ..
The introduction of fluorescent lamps has given rise to a number of
problems·, in color rendering and in possible damage by ultra-violet
radiations. The distribution of energy among the various wavelengths of
radiant energy from these lamps is usually not closely related to the
smooth curves of energy found in black body radiators (for a detailed
discussion, see reference. 3). Hence, the statement has been made
that no single lamp at the present time gives light that is closely
similar to daylight 6. New and improved lamps are coming on the
market all .the time, hoW.ever.
Generally, a combination of lamps is used to give a distribution of
energy close to those expected of a black body radiator. With the use
of a single variety of fluorescent lamp on the market today, it is
seldom possible to get "good color rendering" as would be obtained
under radiation from a black body radiator of the color temperature that
is used to characterize the particular fluorescent lamp. Lamps of
. rated color temperatures, 4900° 7, 4500°2, and 4200°K 4, 8, have been
used in various museum installations. For the best results in color
matching, a qualified expert needs to be consulted.
3. Intensity: The eye adapts itself readily to varying levels of
intensity. Hence, the absolute intensity under any particular circumstance is difficult to judge. The level of illumination of the surrounding
area strongly influences ones opinion regarding the true intensity. For
this reason, the intensity must always be measured with an instrument.

•

Certain photoelectric light meters used by photographers measure
illumination in terms of footcandles. These are perhaps best used by
measuring the intensity of light reflected from a standard white surface
such as the photographer's reflectance cards. The Kodak Neutral Test
Card is sold by the Eastman Kodak Company; the white side reflects
90% and the gray side reflects 18% of the incident radiation. In critical
cases, one must report the intensity of illumination received in a
direction perpendicular to the surface of a painting, drawing, or cloth
object. The intensity of illumination coming from a limited source,
such as a spotlight, is usually higher than the value of the intensity in

"""""~-~---------------
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a direction perpend.icular to the surface, just as the winter sun strikes
at a lower angle and is less intense than summer. In technical
considerations of possible damage by light, it is the intensity of illumination perpendicular to a surface that is of particular interest. In
critical cases, a qualified expert is needed to make the measurement .
..·" The level of illumination necessary for the comfortable viewing of
· objects d.epends on the adaptation of the eye. Levels of the order of
10 to 25 footcandles have been suggested for the illumination of many
museum objects 'and a level of 60 footcandles has been suggested for
emphasis iighting 8. Thomson has suggested three classifications o.f
museum obje.cts according to their sensitivity to light and has
.recommended no more than 5 footcandles for especially sensitive
objects such as water coiors, textiles, tapestries, and other susceptible
matei:ials 9.

· B.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

· 1. Is the installation to be semi-permanent or flexible? Must it
blend with daylight and if so, are rheostats and other means of dimming
the light required? Remember that cleaning and dusting are necessary.
In showcases and other semi-permanent installations, easy access to
facilitate dusting, cleaning and removal of insects is much to be desired.·
Incandescent lamps with built-in. reflectors stay clean and in focus. In
most showcases, a sheet of shatter-proof plastic or glass is usually
placed between the objects and the lamps for safety.
2. What are the power requirements for the installation? This is
particularly important in the adaptation of an old building where the
existing electrical lines are already installed and place limitations on
the amount of power that can be drawn. Fluorescent lamps are most
efficient in terms of amount of light that is produced for a given power
input. This is one reason for their popularity.
3. Does special attention need to be given to susceptible materials?
The exhibition of materials susceptible to the action of light, such as
water colors, objects on paper, cloth, writing inks, dyes, etc., are
not recommended to be on a permanent basis (Harrison, page 19). Levels
even in temporary exhibits, should not exceed 5 to 15 footcandles.

If incandescent lamps are to be used, the heat of the lamp must be
considered. When fluorescent lamps are used,
heat can be further
.,
reduced by having the electrical ballasts placed outside the showcases
or in a separate location.
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Wherever daylight or fluorescent lamplight is used to illuminate
objects that may be affected in any way by ultraviolet radiations,
ultraviolet filters such as the Rohm and Haas Plexiglas UF-1 (practically
colorless) or UF-3 (slightly yellow) should be used. Glass Distributors,
Inc., 1714 Johnson Avenue, N. W., Washington, D. C., sell tubes of
these materials designed to be slipped over 1-1/2" diameter fluorescent
la~ps.
The Solar Screen Corporation, 1023 Whitestone Parkway,
Whiteston~ 57, New York, sell thin plastic envelopes designed£ or
the same 'purpose. The Verd-a-ray Corporation, 615 Front Street,
:Toledo 6, Ohio, s'ells fluorescent lamps coated with an ultravioletabsorbing· lacquer called Fadex.
It should be strongly e~phasized that ultraviolet filters usually
reduce the hazard of deterioration, but do not prevent it.

Robert L. Feller, Ph.D.
National Gallery of Art Fellow
Mellon Institute
Pittsburgh 13, Pennsylvania
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